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Abstract
Background: Splenosis represents the autotransplantation of splenic tissue, often secondary to splenic trauma or surgery by which viable splenic cells and pulp disseminate and implant into the peritoneal cavity

Case Presentation: A middle aged asymptomatic man with a history of low grade liposarcoma (1998) and splenectomy (46 years ago) was found to have multiple intraabdominal and retroperitoneal masses on follow up CT scanning which represented not malignant dissemination but splenosis.

Conclusion: Splenosis is often an asymptomatic mimic of neoplasia and can cause confusion when discovered incidentally if the diagnosis is not considered.

BACKGROUND

Splenosis is defined as the autotransplantation of splenic tissue following disruption of the splenic capsule during trauma or elective surgery. It is thought that displaced splenic cells or pulp come to lie in new positions in the peritoneal cavity and more rarely extraperitoneally, adhere, and subsequently grow into functional nodules.

Generally, identification of these usually asymptomatic masses is incidental at laparotomy, laparoscopy or following radiological examination conducted for other reasons. Here we present a case of splenosis in the setting of a history of malignancy which illustrates well the potential for diagnostic confusion that can be caused by this entity.

CASE PRESENTATION

A 55 year old gentleman, who had undergone resection of a low grade supraclavicular liposarcoma in 1998, attended routine follow up at the Royal Marsden Hospital Sarcoma clinic. On examination he was found to have a firm supraclavicular mass suspicious of disease recurrence.

CT scan of thorax, abdomen and pelvis not only confirmed disease recurrence (Figure 1) but also revealed multiple homogeneous soft tissue masses the largest of which was in the left renal bed (kidney and spleen were absent), others were seen anterior to the stomach and posterior to the right kidney (Figures 2 and 3). No lesions were noted in the lungs.

Figure 1
Figure 1: Axial CT scan of the neck showing recurrent liposarcoma (arrow) on the right side.
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Figure 2
Figure 2: Axial CT scan showing splenosis nodules (arrows) in the splenic bed and posterior to the remaining kidney (right)

Figure 3
Figure 3: Coronal CT scan showing splenosis nodules (arrows) in the splenic bed and posterior to the remaining kidney (right)

The density of the masses was characteristic of splenic tissue. On questioning the gentleman revealed he had been involved in a road traffic accident 46 years previously in which his spleen had ‘been destroyed’ and following which he had undergone a splenectomy and left nephrectomy. He had had no abdominal imaging or surgery since this time.

A peripheral blood smear revealed the absence of Howell-Jolly bodies indicating the presence of splenic function. No further investigations were carried out as the original tumour had been low grade with a tendency for local recurrence but not distant metastases.

The masses represent splenosis, a common sequela of splenic rupture and not metastases from the primary disease with which these might understandably have been confused had the primary tumour been more aggressive.

DISCUSSION

Bunchbinder and Lipkoff were the first to coin the term ‘splenosis’ in 1939(1). They used it to describe the multiple peritoneal implants found at laparotomy in a woman thought initially to have endometriosis but in whom the nodules histologically proved to be composed of splenic tissue.

The incidence of this condition is unknown as it is usually an incidental finding. However, by scanning patients who have undergone splenectomy after trauma or for haematological conditions authors have given an estimated incidence of 58-67%(2,3,4).

The pathogenesis of this condition is unclear although it obviously results from the dissemination of splenic material throughout the peritoneal cavity commonly following trauma or splenectomy for haematological conditions. Experiments by Griffini and Tizzani in dogs in 1883 had already shown that splenic tissue was capable of autotransplantation(5). Splenic material implants where it can obtain a blood supply(6).

The tissue itself is functional immunologically, and may offer protection against the complications of asplenia depending on the volume of tissue present. At least 20-30cm³ must be present for splenic function to be noticeable (7).

Direct seeding and implantation certainly offers an explanation for those deposits found on serosal visceral surfaces intraabdominally as well as intrathoracically(8,9) (where there has been direct communication with the abdominal cavity following thoracoabdominal trauma or a congenital breach) or indeed, retroperitoneally(10), as in case described here, following retroperitoneal trauma or surgery. In all these cases the masses were initially thought to be malignancies.

Direct communication however, fails to explain cases found within the gastric wall or intrahepatically. Von Stubenrauch first showed that splenic pulp could embolise to the liver (in dogs) via the splenic veins(11). Since then case reports of both dogs(12) and humans(13) have confirmed this phenomenon.

The splenic nodules seen in cases of splenosis differ from those in other recognised causes of ectopic splenic tissue (splenunculi, accessory spleen). The latter are histologically...
and functionally identical to the normal spleen which they generally lie close to, have a hilum carrying a branch of the renal artery and are rarely more than 5 in number. In contrast, splenosis nodules are numerous (up to 100) appearing in any location particularly on serosal surfaces and though encapsulated, have no well defined hilum. Authors have varying views on the histological similarity or difference of this tissue to that of the normal spleen but it has been found to maintain normal opsonisation and γ globulin activity and can remove Howell-Jolly bodies from erythrocytes.

Splenosis is usually asymptomatic although rarely it may cause gastrointestinal haemorrhage, bowel obstruction or abdominal pain. On the whole, the discovery of the lesions is unexpected but it is important to be aware of a patient’s previous medical history from which suspicions may be raised as to the diagnosis.

Investigations to aid in the diagnosis include peripheral blood smears. Erythrocytes lack Howell-Jolly bodies where splenic function has resumed after a splenectomy. Should further identification be necessary imaging using Tc99m sulphur colloid radionuclide studies identify splenic tissue.

Excision of the nodules should only be considered if the patient suffers complications such as pain or obstruction as otherwise they appear of no clinical significance and may even be of immunological benefit while further surgery may cause it’s own complications. The exception to this may be where splenectomy was performed electively in haematological conditions and resumption of splenic function is detrimental.

In summary, splenosis is usually an asymptomatic, incidental finding with no requirement for further treatment. The condition can however cause confusion and concern when discovered at laparotomy or radiologically as it can mimic metastases in which case the patient’s past medical history should always be borne in mind. Where a splenectomy have been carried out in the past, the diagnosis of splenosis should be considered.
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